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In-Store Tracking  

First of its kind study exposes 
shopper sentiment around new 
retail tracking methods
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In your opinion, is it 
acceptable for retailers to 
track shoppers’ in-store 
behavior via smartphone?

If one of your favorite 
retailers were to 
implement a tracking 
program in their stores, 
would you participate?

Major Barriers: Lack of trust and fears of being spied on

Do you trust retailers to 
keep shopper tracking 
data private and secure?

Yes
19% 

No
81% 

What are some of your biggest concerns with in-store tracking? 

It feels like spying; I shouldn’t be 
tracked without my explicit consent.

67% 

Young children with smartphones are 
being tracked without parental consent. 50% 

The data isn’t secure / I don’t 
trust retailers with my data. 69% 

Retailers will use the data to 
their benefit – not mine. 61% 

Shoppers unswayed by promises to  
improve customer experience

If retailers promised to 
use the data to improve 
the customer experience, 
would that make tracking 
acceptable in your mind?

Yes
12% 

No
88% 

Discounts, free products are prime motivators

What incentives would motivate you to 
participate in a retail tracking program?

Better shopping experience overall 24% 

Free products 53% 

Save money / price discounts 61% 

Personalized attention 
from store associates 12% 

Unlock new experiences and 
awards as you shop the aisles 23% 

Chance to win a big prize (vacation, HDTV) 28% 

Over half comfortable having checkout times tracked

What kind of data would you be 
comfortable having retailers track?

Anytime you walk past the storefront 13% 

Your movements around the store 26% 

The products you pick up or interact with 30% 

The products you try on 
in the fitting room 13% 

Your purchasing behavior 32% 

Your wait time in line at the checkout counter 52% 

Shoppers trust local stores the most

Millennials share same suspicions as their elders

Whom do you trust most with 
your in-store shopping data?

67% 
4% 
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My local store 

Mass market retailer like 
Walmart or Best Buy

I do not trust any 
retailer with my data 

I trust all retailers 
with my data 

Upscale brands like Nordstrom, Saks 
Fifth Avenue, or Williams-Sonoma 

15% 

Is it acceptable to track 
shoppers’ in-store behavior 
via smartphone?

If one of your favorite 
retailers were to implement 
a tracking program, 
would you participate?

Do you trust retailers 
to keep data private 
and secure?

Yes
23% 

Yes
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Yes
24% 

No
77% 

No
58% 

No
76% 

Shoppers Reject

by Retailers

The study, conducted in March 2014, is based on feedback from 1,042 consumers. 

Tracking is risky business:: 
44% would be less likely to 
shop at retailers if they knew 
they were being tracked.

Yes to Opt-In, No to automatic tracking

In your opinion, what is the best way for 
retailers to approach in-store tracking?

Opt-in: Shoppers are only tracked if 
they sign up to participate in a program

Opt-out: Shoppers are automatically 
tracked but can withdraw if they choose

Other methods
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